SWANSEA RECREATION CENTER INDOOR POOL

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The outdoor pool at Swansea Recreation Center is aging and needs a full replacement. Rather than replace an outdoor pool that can only be used in the summer season, Denver Parks and Recreation will design and build a new indoor pool that will extend recreation possibilities for the community through all seasons.

This project will add a building addition that includes an indoor pool and support services associated with the expanded programming such as office space, dressing rooms, storage and chemical rooms. This new pool will also address a significant aquatic service gap as the nearest recreation center indoor pool is nearly four miles away.

PROJECT INFORMATION
Location: 2650 E. 49th Avenue
District: 9
Neighborhood: Swansea
Elevate Denver Funded Amount: $15.22 million
Designers: To be determined
Contractors: To be determined

PROJECT BENEFITS
New indoor pool
Extended building space
Expanded programming options

KEY MILESTONES
BEGIN DESIGN
2021
BEGIN CONSTRUCTION
TO BE DETERMINED
PROJECT COMPLETION
TO BE DETERMINED

Learn more about the program and projects in your neighborhood at denvergov.org/ElevateDenver.